Royal Class
REGAL JOURNEYS

REX FEATURES

Are trains a thing of the past? Queen Beatrix of the
Netherlands doesn’t seem to think so. Earlier this year the
monarch left her motorcar in the garage and travelled to
Copenhagen in style. ANDREW BALCOMBE reports
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RIGHT: A drawing of the
interior of the coach used
by Anna Paulowna
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FAR RIGHT: Queen Beatrix,
the Prince of Orange and
Princess Máxima on board
the royal carriage in Utrecht,
en route to Copenhagen

N 14 APRIL, Queen Beatrix commuted in her train
carriage to the Dutch Railway Museum in Utrecht.
The occasion was the opening of a new exhibition,
Royal Class, Regal Journeys, a showcase of royal train
carriages and stories of their passengers from across Europe.
It features no less than 15 royal train carriages, including the
spectacular engine and carriages of Queen Maria Pia of
Portugal and a carriage used by the present King of Sweden.
It had been six years since Beatrix last used her own train
carriage, the SR10. Even though the journey to Utrecht was
quite short, it seems to have left a lasting impression on her
and brought back fond memories.
The opening ceremony over, Queen Beatrix’s carriage took
its place alongside those of other European royalty. It would
not be there for long, however. That evening the museum’s
director, Evertjan de Rooij, received an unexpected
telephone call.
‘It was the night before the public opening of our
exhibition,’ he says. ‘I was called by the royal household and
asked if the queen could have her train back for the weekend.’
The request came just as two significant events were
taking place in Europe. One was the 70th birthday of Queen

Margrethe II of Denmark; the other a massive volcanic
eruption in Iceland.
‘Beatrix was scheduled to fly to Copenhagen for the birthday
celebrations with her son, the Prince of Orange, and his wife
Princess Máxima. Unfortunately, flying was not possible
because of the ash cloud over Europe. They promised me,
however, that the carriage would be returned on the following
Monday,’ recalls de Rooij. And indeed it was.
Prince Willem-Alexander is also a train enthusiast and was
keen to travel to Denmark in the SR10 carriage, which was
attached to the overnight service from Amsterdam. The rail
journey to Denmark was deemed a complete success.
The then heir to the Dutch throne, with her younger sister
Margriet and a group of their friends, travelled to Lech in
1969 for a skiing holiday. A shortage of beds meant that the
friends had to unroll their sleeping bags on the floor for the
long journey to Austria.
Prince Claus, Queen Beatrix’s late husband, was arguably a
major influence in the family’s love of trains. The couple often
made journeys together both officially and privately in the
SR10. But Claus died in 2002 and perhaps with his passing
!
Beatrix’s love of trains dimmed a little.
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Adelaide’s coach is renowned for its style and quality of
craftsmanship, in absolute contrast to Queen Beatrix’s
relatively modern SR10. Although diminutive in size, the
coach’s interior contains an innovation that modern trains
copy to this day: a seat that converts into a bed. In Queen
Adelaide’s carriage, however, the seats resemble sumptuous
couches. The coach was large enough to transport 10 people,
!
with the security staff sitting on the roof!

ANNA VAN KOOIJ

‘I don’t know if it was a matter of cutting
costs, or because of Prince Claus’s death,
that the royal carriage ceased to be used,’
said Evertjan de Rooij.
‘I do know, however, that plane and car
travel is faster, and the royals often go by
bus as well. What I also know is that the
train is ready and waiting for Her Majesty
whenever she chooses to use it again.’
The SR10, the property of Nederlandse
Spoorwegen (Dutch Railways), is kept in
a storage facility in Utrecht. The carriage
is cleaned regularly, just in case the royal
family wish to use it.
Compared with the grandeur and beauty
of other royal carriages in the Utrecht
exhibition, the interior of Queen Beatrix’s
carriage is plain – some might say austere.
This was her specific wish, to keep costs
down. Pear-wood tables and cherry-wood
and leather chairs fill the living and
working areas of the carriage. It also has
sleeping compartments and a kitchen.
The Dutch contingent at the exhibition
includes the SR9 carriage used by Queen
Juliana, Beatrix’s mother, and a replica of
the SR1 railway carriage of Queen Anna
Paulowna (1795-1865). The Germans
destroyed all the Dutch royal carriages, including those of
Queen Wilhelmina and her mother Queen Emma, during the
Second World War.
The oldest carriage in the exhibition was used by William
IV’s widow, Dowager Queen Adelaide, the first member of
the British royal family to travel by train. Resembling a
stagecoach more than a railway carriage, it led the way for
European railway travel in the 19th century.
Princesses Beatrix and
Margriet on the way to
their skiing holiday in
Lech in 1969
CLOCKWISE FROM ABOVE:
The functional, though
quite unattractive,
interior of the Dutch
royal SR10
Queen Beatrix receives
a helping hand down from
the SR1 carriage at the
Utrecht museum
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The royal train from 1862
belonging to Queen Maria
Pia of Portugal, complete
with locomotive, tender,
a royal carriage and one
other carriage
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NEXT MONTH IN

Dowager Queen Adelaide,
the first member of the
British royal family to go
on ‘railway expeditions’
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RIGHT: Her Majesty’s
saloon coach No. 2 from
the National Railway
Museum in York
BELOW: Beatrix, Claus and
their sons, together with
the royal party, alight from
saloon coach No. 8 in
Austria in 1977
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The carriage of the Austro-Hungarian Archduke Franz
Ferdinand is on show at the Royal Class, Regal Journeys
exhibition. Also featured is a panel of the carriage that his
cousin Elisabeth, Empress of Austria and Queen of
Hungary, used to travel in. Tragically, each of these royals
met with a bloody demise at the hands of an assassin.
Sisi, as Elisabeth was known to family and friends, was
bitten by the travel bug and often used her carriage to visit
seaside resorts across Europe. Born a Princess of Bavaria,
she married Emperor Franz-Joseph at the age of 16.
Compared to her earlier life, the restrictions of the royal
court soon depressed her and she sought escape in travel. In
1898, Sisi made her final train journey to Geneva, en route
to France. During a stroll along the promenade of Lake
Geneva, an anarchist stabbed her in the heart.
The empress’s body was returned to Austria in her
railway carriage for burial. When her only son Crown
Prince Rudolf committed suicide in 1889, the throne went
to Sisi’s cousin, Archduke Franz Ferdinand.
In 1910, the archduke received his own royal carriage
from Ringhoffer, the prestigious coach maker. The carriage,
which was used regularly, featured such modern amenities
as electric lighting and steam heating. Franz Ferdinand was
a stickler for protocol, and when a stationmaster failed to
greet him wearing the correct white gloves, the archduke
angrily told him to ‘forget about any future promotions’.
On 23 June 1914, Franz Ferdinand and his wife Sophie
travelled to Bosnia in their Ringhoffer carriage. During
the journey, the carriage’s axle broke and the couple were
forced to change to a substitute. The replacement carriage
was without electric lighting, however, and Ferdinand
complained that the candle lighting made him feel as
though he was in a morgue. Five days later, Ferdinand and
his wife Sophie, were assassinated in Sarajevo.
‘Royal Class, Regal Journeys’ runs until 5 September. For
further information about the exhibition at the Dutch Railway
M
Museum please visit www.spoorwegmuseum.nl.
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